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and are economically beneficial [4], [5]. As past research has
been focused on the implementation and control of microgrids,
less emphasis has been placed on the development of an
optimal distribution network formation algorithm involving
microgrids. Additionally, multiple smaller microgrids in a
single region or a combination of power distribution
alternatives have not been investigated.
A method to achieve multiple smaller microgrids is through
clustering algorithms, which amasses points into clusters
based on their spatial arrangement. Clustering algorithms
were utilized in wireless sensor networks [6] and optimal
location planning of social services facilities such as schools
and hospitals [7], [8]. Essentially, this can also be applied to
microgrids, as the location of the distributed energy
generators (DEG) and resources (DER) is critical to impact
the maximum number of users.
This paper focuses on a case study of an electrical network
located in Kondinin Shire, Western Australia. As part of the
Western Australian network underwent “significant
expansion 40 years ago, and up to 80% of the installed
distribution overhead network will be subjected to renewal in
the next 20 years” [2], this presents the opportunity to
potentially upgrade and/or redesign the distribution network.
The main objective of this study is to determine an
economically beneficial network configuration through the
utilization of clustering algorithms-based microgrids. This
entails a comparison of the power distribution alternatives
such as centralized distribution networks (SPL), standalone
power systems (SPS), microgrids (MG) and an amalgamation
of all three. A Minimum Spanning Tree will be employed in
SPL and MG clusters to simulate the possible transmission
lines.

Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach to optimizing
rural electrical power transmission network. The primary
objective of this project is to determine an optimal (more
economical) network configuration for a case study where large
portions of network assets are approaching the end of their life
cycle. Therefore, this is the most opportune time to redesign, and
implement economically beneficial distribution alternatives such
as microgrids and standalone power systems and, to evaluate the
economic benefits of a combination of distribution alternatives.
The latter alongside multiple microgrids have often been
overlooked by past studies. Using Minimum Spanning Trees
(MSTs) and clustering algorithms, the ideal location of
microgridsand combination of distribution alternatives can be
investigated. The results obtained from this study suggest that
implementing microgrids and standalone power systems,
drastically reduce the total cost of the network when compared
to anoverhead transmission MST network. Furthermore, a
combination of an overhead network with microgrids and
standalone power systems resulted in the most economical
network configurations.
Index Terms—Distribution network, K-means, microgrids,
standalone power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Optimizing network performance and reliability at the
lowest possible investment cost have become challenges that
current electrical utility companies attempt to tackle [1]. In
areas where users are spatially isolated, there is an increased
investment required to connect them to a network and this
results in decreased returns for the network operators [2].
Optimization of the network by implementing newer, more
reliable and cost effective power generation and/or
distribution technologies, is a potential solution for the
aforementioned problem.
As renewable technologies are sustainable, supply power
locally, and decrease operation and transmission lines costs
[3], electrical utility companies have strived to integrate these
with power distribution alternatives. One such alternative is
microgrids, which both improve the reliability of the network

II. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
Clustering algorithms can be categorized as hierarchical,
partitioning, grid based, density based or model based
algorithms [7]. Clustering involves the distribution of a set of
objects into different groups. During this case study, the
following categories of algorithms were considered:
hierarchical and partitioning.
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A. Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering algorithms can be formulated
bottom-up (Agglomerative) and top-down (Divisive), and can
proceed one of three ways; single-linkage cluster (shortest
distance between clusters), complete-linkage cluster (greatest)
and average-linkage cluster (average) [9]. Agglomerative
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hierarchical clustering (AHC) assigns a cluster to each object
and proceeds to combine the closest pairs of clusters. The
algorithm recalculates the distance between the clusters (new
and old clusters), continuing until all the objects are in one
cluster [10], [11]. Divisive hierarchical clustering (DHC)
proceeds in reverse by splitting the furthest clusters,
continuing until all objects are not in clusters.
Traditionally, DHC is unused due to the expensive
computational power required [12], issues with the relative
order of the separation of the subgraphs and lack of indication
of “when to stop splitting” [13]. Therefore, AHC was
employed during this study.

of the alternatives (SPL, SPS and MG) were generated for
each partitioned section. In the MG network analysis, each of
clustering algorithms was tested separately. For the
partitioning clustering algorithms (KM and KMD), the value
of K ranged from 1 to N-11 with N being the number of users
in a partitioned section. The AHC algorithm restricted the
number of possible clusters to a subset of {1, N-1}. If a cluster
contained one user, it was redefined as a SPS instead.
SPL and SPS networks involved connecting all users to a
centralized distribution network or separate standalone power
systems respectively. The SPS cost was associated with the
distribution transformers required if the user was connected to
a SPL network. A maximum distribution transformer rating of
50 kVA was implemented due to the equipment prices
available. Therefore, if the SPS rating was greater than 50
kVA, the user was connected using only SPL or MG. For both
MG and SPL, the transmission cost to connect all users was
determined through a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST).
To obtain the optimal network architecture (i.e. network
with the lowest total cost), two approaches were designed.
Noting that the cost of a viable MG cluster (transmission and
generation equipment) is less than the cost of implementing
the cluster users as SPL or SPS and that all viable clusters
with only one user were defined as SPS, the following
methods were employed.

B. Partitioning Clustering
K-means (KM) is an unsupervised learning algorithm [14]
and a basic partition clustering technique from which,
K-medoids (KMD) and Fuzzy K-means have been derived
[15]. K-means is an algorithm which initially selects K
number of centroids (center/mean location of clusters) from
the dataset and assigns the remaining objects to the closest
center. The new average/mean location of the cluster is
calculated and the algorithm is repeated until no further
change is observed in the centroid placement [16].
K-medoids is a variant of K-means, which only considers
objects from the dataset as centroids in lieu of the mean
location in a cluster. Fuzzy K-means employs a probability
model which assigns each point with a different “degree of
belonging” to a cluster, such that all objects affect the
calculation of new centroids [17]. During this study, only the
KM and KMD algorithms were considered.

III. MICROGRIDS
Dating back to 1882, microgrids are defined as smaller
distribution networks consisting of DER and DEG for power
storage and generation [5], [18]. Microgrids can be
categorized as islanded and grid-connected [19]. Compared
to islanded microgrids, grid-connected microgrids
remainconstantly connected to the main distribution network
and employ the islanded microgrids format (disconnected
from grid network)as emergency power sources [20]. Often,
grid-connected microgrids are used in closed communities
such as university campuses where electrical power is
concrete to the business’s operations [21] whilst islanded
microgrids are employed in remote and isolated locations [19].
As the primary objective of this study was to reduce the
distribution cost in rural distribution networks, therefore the
islanded microgrid format was employed. Additionally, a
reference microgrid architecture/topology was defined for
cost estimations and comparison of the different distribution
alternatives.

A. Approach #1
Using a distance threshold, approach #1 restricted the
possible SPL users to those located adjacent to the TPL
(within a distance margin/threshold). This resulted in users
located distant to the TPL with a SPS rating greater than 50
kVA, being identified as MG nodes only. The remaining users
located far from the TPL were assigned to a MG cluster or as
SPS. Fig. 1 represents a flowchart of approach #1.

IV. OPTIMAL NETWORK APPROACH(ES)
Prior to commencing any analysis, the case study area had
to be partitioned into four sections to preventoverlaps of the
microgrid clusters formed with the pre-existing three phase
backbone (TPL) of the network. To adequately compare the
power distribution alternatives available, networks using each

Fig. 1. Flowchart of approach #1.
1
N-1 is the maximum number of clusters as with N-1, this would still
involve the clustering of two points whilst the rest are standalone.
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B. Approach #2
In approach #2, all viable MG clusters were first identified
followed by an assignment of the remaining points as SPL or
SPS. No distance threshold was implemented. Fig. 2 outlines
the approach #2 procedure.

A. Optimal Network
Fig. 4-Fig. 7 represent the North West, North East, South
West and South East sections of the optimal network
respectively. The North-West network (Fig. 4) was obtained
by using approach #2 and AHC. In this section, a large
proportion of MG clusters contained two users, five SPL
viable nodes were present and the remaining users were
suitable as SPS. Implementing a combination of SPL, SPS
and MG resulted in the most economical solution. The
network costs of the SPL (MST), SPS only and MG (includes
SPS) network were 337.5%, 211.3% and180.9% of the
optimal network cost.

Fig. 4. North West section of the optimal network.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of approach #2.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Fig. 3 represents the case study area and spatial
arrangement of the TPL and users. The size of the area is 70
km by 45 km and contains 208 users. Using the TPL (bold line)
as the primary boundary, four sections (as indicated by the red
lines) of varying sizes were obtained.

As approach #1 and KMD were employed to determine the
optimal network layout in the North-East partition (Fig. 5),
the viable SPL could only be observed adjacent to the TPL.
MG clusters of various sizes could be found close (further
than the distance threshold) to the TPL. The SPL (MST)
network costed 331% of the optimal network, 232.7% for the
SPS only and 128.7% for the MG network. The largest
percentage difference between an SPS only and optimal
network occurred in this section.

Fig. 5. North East section of the optimal network.

The optimal network of the South West partition (Fig. 6)
primarily contained MG clusters with two users, and 11 SPL

Fig. 3. Case study partitioning and spatial arrangement of users.
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TABLE I: COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL NETWORK PERCENTAGE COST
DIFFERENCES BASED ON CLUSTERING ALGORITHM USED FOR APPROACH #1

viable locations. The remaining points unsuitable for MG or
SPL were identified as SPS nodes. This was obtained through
approach #2 and KM. Relative to the cost of the optimal
network, which implements MG, SPS and SPL, the SPL
(MST), SPS only and MG networks costed respectively
371.4%, 217.3% and 186.2% (largest for all sections)of the
optimal network.

Clustering algorithm

AHC

KM

KMD

North West section
AHC

-

-3.28%

-4.13%

KM

3.17%

-

-0.83%

KMD

3.97%

0.82%

-

North East section
AHC

-

9.17%

12.48%

KM

-10.10%

-

3.64%

KMD

-14.27%

-3.78%

-

South West section
AHC

-

-33.50%

-39.29%

KM

25.09%

-

-4.34%

KMD

28.21%

4.16%

-

South East section
AHC

-

4.97%

4.97%

KM

-5.23%

-

0.00%

KMD

-5.23%

0.00%

-

TABLE II: COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL NETWORK PERCENTAGE COST
DIFFERENCES BASED ON CLUSTERING ALGORITHM USED FOR APPROACH #2
Fig. 6. South West section of the optimal network.

Clustering algorithm

AHC

KM

KMD

North West section

The South-East partition (Fig. 7) was the smallest partition
and had the lowest user count. Employing each approach and
clustering algorithm combination, the cost and topology of the
optimal networks were nearly identical. Though a network
solution was recurrent, this did result in the lowest possible
cost. Using approach #2 and KMD to find the optimal
solution, the SPL (MST) network is 487.2% (largest out of all
partitions), SPS only is 161.5% and 138.5%, for the MG
network, of the optimal solution cost.

AHC

-

-1.35%

-3.38%

KM

1.34%

-

-2.00%

KMD

3.27%

1.96%

-

North East section
AHC

-

-4.35%

1.19%

KM

4.17%

-

5.30%

KMD

-1.20%

-5.60%

-

South West section
AHC

-

2.76%

1.99%

KM

-1.82%

-

-0.50%

KMD

-2.03%

0.78%

-

South East section
AHC

-

4.97%

6.02%

KM

-5.23%

-

1.11%

KMD

-6.41%

-1.12%

-

C. Power Transmission Alternatives
A comparison of the lowest network cost for different
distribution alternatives (Table III), suggests a positive
relationship between the implementation of SPS/MG and SPL.
The cost of the SPS and MG network were consistently lower
than the cost of the SPL (MST) network. Additionally,
implementing MG further optimized the SPS network by
clustering certain users. Hence, these results suggest that the
implementation of power distribution alternatives other than
SPL, reduces the investment required.
Furthermore, implementing a combination of all
distribution alternatives further optimized the network, which
was suggested by the percentage cost difference between the
MG solutions (which employ clusters and SPS) and the
optimal network. Nonetheless as the equipment prices and
transmission costs were estimates, further research is required
to provide more accurate analysis of the distribution
alternatives.

Fig. 7. South East section of the optimal network.

B. Clustering Algorithms
Out of the four partitioned sections, networks obtained
through KMD costed, on average, less than the other
clustering algorithms. However, the results suggest that an
ideal/ all-purpose clustering algorithm, which could
consistentlyobtain more cost-effective clusters, was not
amongst AHC, KM and KMD (refer to Table I and Table II).
Therefore, further research is required to determine an ideal
clustering algorithm.
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TABLE III: COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION ALTERNATIVES RELATIVE TO
OPTIMAL NETWORK

[5]

Distribution alternatives

Optimal section
network

Optimal

SPL

SPS

MG

North West

100%

337.5%

169.9%

116.4%

North East

100%

331.0%

232.7%

128.7%

South West

100%

371.4%

217.3%

186.2%

South East

100%

487.2%

161.5%

138.5%

[6]

[7]

[8]

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The introduction of microgrids has been seen to improve
the cost and reliability of power distribution network and has
altered the stigma associated with power distributions [3].
Steering away from the traditional overhead network and
implementing microgrids and/or standalone power systems,
might potentially provide new alleyways for development.
Particularly, the results from this study has shown that an
implementation of different distribution alternatives might be
more economically beneficial for the network operators. The
limitations of this study were the case study size and
consequently the partitioned sections, the cost estimates (e.g.
cost for SPS ratings greater than 50 kVA) and the adaptability
of the algorithm to larger regions.
Though the results do suggest that the implementation of
standalone power systems and microgrids may improve the
cost efficiency, further work and research are required to
improve the cost estimates (equipment and transmission cost),
adaptability of the algorithm, and clustering algorithms
employed.
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